Thermal-equilibrium quantum states are constructed for free scalar fields in (%+1)-dimensional de Sitter space. The states are described by density matrices of "thermal" form, satisfying the von Neumann equation associated with the appropriate functional Schrodinger equation. These solutions exist only for fields with mass and/or curvature coupling corresponding to conformal invariance. The temperature associated with such a state obeys the classical red-shift law. States exist with any temperature value at any given time; the zero-temperature limit is the Euclidean vacuum state. The total field energy of a thermal state above that of the Euclidean vacuum is finite and positive. This excitation energy consists of one contribution which red-shifts classically, but-it can also contain a contribution which grows in time as the radius of the space.
Finitetemperature quantum field theory in curved but static or stationary spacetimes has been described by Dowker and Ciitchley, ' Gibbons and ' Hu, Critchley, and Stylianopoulos, ' and Eboli, Jackiw, and Pi. ' The purpose of this work is to examine in detail thermalequilibrium states of a quantized 6eld in a curved and dynamic spacetime, treating a particular simple example: %'e consider here free scalar fields in de Sitter space. This is perhaps the simplest -and best studiedquantum field theory after fiat-spacetime theory; it is also of interest as underlying inflationary cosmological models. ' For generality we treat de Sitter space of arbitrary dimensionality, as this is no more difficult than four dimensions.
Since thermal states are the objects of principal interest here, it is convenient to treat the field theory via covariant functional Schrodinger formalism, ' in where the iterated commutator is defined via dHcL H,L, '9 with (j) 
V. THERMAL ENERGY
The field energy of a thermal state is a simple characteristic which can be calculated from the density matrices obtained above. The energy is given by the expectation value of a Hamiltonian; for this purpose it is useful to consider the "gravitational" Hamiltonian H . This is given by the integral (3.2), using the gg component of the gravitational stress-energy tensor ' T"'~'=(1 -2g')B"@B N+(2g' --, ') 
is the degeneracy of modes with total angular momentum l, i.e. , the number of harmonics 5'I with that totalangular-momentum quantum number.
Owing to the "Bose-Einstein factor" in the summand, the difference (5.4a) is finite. It is positive for all positive temperatures. 
